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STAGING:
The performer should be sat at a desk-sized table. On the table, off to the side, there
must be a standard reception desk bell, operated by an easily accessible button. Ideally
the bell should be secured to the table in some way – perhaps by velcro or gaffa tape.
The performer may choose any number (including zero) of other objects and materials to
place on the table. These should be things that the performer is not worried about
breaking or destroying.

PERFORMANCE NOTES:
Thing is written for a one-handed (right-handed) percussionist.
However, throughout the piece the percussionist's hand is subject to a series of 7
different mutations. These mutations are realised by fusing the performer's right hand
with their left hand to form strange, clumsy, parasitic aggregate body parts.
The score outlines the physical attributes, as well as musical/performative behaviors of
each mutation,
Throughout the piece these mutations gain increasing sentience and strength.
The desk bell, followed by Gesture 0 act as a kind of clearing gesture, suppressing these
mutations.
However, as the piece progresses Gesture 0 becomes increasingly futile.
The only instruments in the piece are the performer's hands, and the desk. However, the
desk may be prepared with other (ideally non-musical) objects, materials and surfaces.
During the performance, the mutated hand shapes can interact with these items in a
natural, non-conceited, almost accidental way. As the performance becomes more intense
and violent, these materials should be treated similarly: toppling, being knocked off the
table, broken or smashed.

Much of the material details of the piece are left up to the performer. However, the
overall structure, or drama of the piece is divided into 3 clear sections. The sections
should not feel separated or discreet, but rather run :uently into one another.
The piece should last no longer than about 4 or 5 minutes.

Sections in the piece:

1. Primer
Teneramente
Each mutation is presented in order.
Each presentation begins with Gesture 0. This state is then gently taken over by one
mutation at a time.
Mutations are not yet aggressive – they are testing the water, :exing their muscles.
After each mutation, the performer should suddenly return to Gesture 0.

2. Possession
Poco a poco furioso
The mutations begin to assume control over the 'neutral' right hand.
Now, rather than a controlled order of presentation, mutations switch from one to the
other more uncontrollably and increasingly rapidly. Any regular order is disrupted, and
individual mutations may appear multiple times.
The neutral right hand still tries to assume control with Gesture 0. However, this has less
of a lasting effect, only regaining right hand neutrality for a short amount of time before
the next mutation takes over. Indeed, by the end of the section, Gesture 0 (although
present) is completely ineffectual.

3. Final con:ict
Molto Stringendo
This section focuses on one particular mutation. This single mutation (chosen by the
performer from the seven described) has assumed greater control and suppressed all
other mutations.
The chosen mutation is now in a violent and rapid con:ict with the neutral hand
position (which is still attempting to assert Gesture 0). The mutation and neutral hand
position should be interchanging extremely quickly. It should be unclear which has the
'upper hand' in the con:ict.
Building towards a climax, this should seem to be an equal match between the mutation,
and neutral hand position:
At the height of con:ict Gesture 0 is performed, before BOTH HANDS collapse into the
neutral position.
Right, and Left hands are left to vibrate brie:y, before together being drawn slowly off,
and then under the edge of the table.

Piece ends.

